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Dear Planning Team 
 
Re: Application Number NP/HPK/0320/0234 
Address: Heath Farm, Smalldale, Dove Holes. 

 
The Applicant, Luke Johnson, is a young person passionate about farming, trying to establish a viable 

agricultural enterprise.  

 

To generate income, he started a log business in 2007 and more recently was offered a stake in Heath 

Farm. When combined, the sheep and woodfuel enterprises provide a modest living for a young Smalldale 

family and work well together in terms of seasonality.  

Many households in and outside the PDNP have installed log burners to reduce their carbon footprint. 

High demand and Heath Farm’s proximity to many customers including Buxton reduces the ‘fuel miles’. 

Inescapably, this is an industrialised corner of the national park, within 500m of the massive Dove Holes 

quarry. 

 

It is difficult to find a location with space to store the timber trunks as well as allowing drying and storage of 

dried wood. An industrial park’s rent for the space required would make the business unviable.   

 

Officers object to this as farm diversion because it is not considered to be ancillary to farm activities and 

lacks a connection with the land. This raises an important principle; where should wood from the PDNP be 

processed?  

 

For decades Government bodies including PDNP have advocated the need to add value to timber from 

small local woods and copses. Ash Dieback is sweeping through the National Park creating an ideal source 

of woodfuel, and increased demand has now made positive management of small woodlands viable. This 

timber should be processed locally, not transported elsewhere, processed by alien businesses and then 

sold back to PDNP residents.  Mr. Johnson sources timber locally, even from PDNP managed woodland, 

and it is indefensible to force this to be processed remotely.  

 

Agriculture needs young entrants, and government policy will soon require that only dried wood can be sold 

as domestic fuel, so the need for rural-based enterprise like Mr. Johnson’s has never been greater. This 
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proposal has little visual impact, no adverse impact on neighbours, utilises an existing building to meet 

demands for renewable energy and processes local wood. 

 

I trust the application can be approved by the National Park Authority. 

 
Yours sincerely 

 
Andrew Critchlow 
Derbyshire NFU County Adviser 


